






CV Sang Timur is a company that works by providing goods desired by 
customers. To provide these goods the company needs to keep a stock of 
the goods. 
There are problems encountered by the company's warehouse, so that the 
warehouse performance is not maximal. The problem is the placement of 
goods is not good enough. Poor placement of goods makes the process of 
picking up goods more difficult to do, takes longer to pick up goods and 
new workers find it more difficult to find goods. 
The solution given by the researcher is to organize the warehouse, so that 
the process of picking and searching for goods can be done more simply. 
Layout is made so that new workers can find goods more easily. The 
researcher also added the rules for stacking goods. So that the risk of work 
accidents when picking up goods can be minimize. 
Method chosen to be used is ABC analysis. ABC analysis sorts the goods 
according to a priority level. Then the process of placing the goods is 
regulated by the goods placement policy. 
The results obtained from the research are the warehouse Proposed layout 
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